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Uninsured Coverages
Is UM coverage mandatory or discretionary?
Discretionary.

Is UM coverage governed by a statutory 
scheme? Are there any landmark cases?

No. UM coverage was mandatory via statute until 
Michigan’s No-Fault Law was enacted in 1973. With 
the enactment of the No-Fault Act, Mich. Comp. 
Laws §500.3101, the UM statute was repealed and 
UM coverage is now entirely optional. However, 
the vast majority of insurers certified to write auto 
insurance in Michigan still offer UM coverage.

As the No-Fault Act does not require UM cover-
age, such coverage is entirely contractual and gov-
erned by its terms. See Rohlman v. Hawkeye- Sec. Ins. 
Co., 442 Mich. 520, 502 N.W.2d 310 (1993). Moreover, 
UM terms are to be construed without regard to the 
No-Fault Act unless the No-Fault Act is specifically 
referenced in the policy. See Twichel v. MIC Gen. Ins. 
Corp., 469 Mich. 524, 533–35, 676 N.W.2d 616, 622 
(2004) (holding lower court erred in applying defini-
tion of term “owner” from No-Fault Act in interpret-
ing policy).

UM/UIM coverage is not designed to cover ex-
penses that are available under no-fault insurance. 
The no-fault insurer is responsible for all medical 
expenses including attendant care, wage loss for three 
years after the accident up to the monthly no-fault 
maximum in an amount that is adjusted each year 
(e.g., $5,398 per month after taxes for the period Oc-
tober 1, 2015 to September 20, 2016) and household 
services. Thus, UM/UIM coverage provides only for 
non- economic damages and excess wage loss beyond 
the no-fault statutory cap of three years from the ac-
cident and (currently) $5,398 per month:

Uninsured motorist coverage provides an 
insured security for losses for which an un-
insured tortfeasor would be liable. Bradley 
v. Mid- Century Ins. Co., 409 Mich. 1, 62, 294 
N.W.2d 141 (1980). Uninsured motorist cover-
age involves two types of losses: non- economic 
losses or excess economic losses. Id. When 
insurers have included setoff clauses in their 
policies, as defendant did here, their insureds 
may not collect twice for the same economic 
loss. Id. Amounts paid by the [no-fault] insurer 
for economic loss, however, do not reduce 
amounts due for noneconomic loss or excess 
economic loss. Id. at 63, 294 N.W.2d 141.

Park v. American Cas. Ins. Co., 219 Mich. App. 62, 74, 
555 N.W.2d 720 (1996).

Must the insured reject UM coverage in 
writing? What happens if the insured 
has not rejected coverage in writing, 
but later seeks such coverage?

No. After the advent of the No-Fault Act in 1973, 
UM coverage became a voluntary only coverage. Old 
cases before the repeal of Michigan’s UM statute are 
generally not authoritative. Moreover, an insurance 
agent has no duty to advise or counsel insureds 
about UM coverage. See Harts v. Farmers Ins. Exch., 
461 Mich. 1, 597 N.W.2d 47 (1999).

In Harts, the insured did not reject UM coverage 
in writing, and later sought coverage after being 
involved in an accident with an uninsured motorist. 
The Michigan Supreme Court found that after the 
insured failed to elect UM coverage, the insurance 
agent, acting on behalf of the insurer, had no duty 
to advise the insured regarding the coverage absent 
a special relationship. The court went on to clarify 
that the general no- duty- to- advise rule “is subject 
to change when an event occurs that alters the 
nature of the relationship between the agent and 
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the insured.” Harts, 461 Mich. at 10. The court held 
that the “special relationship” arises in the follow-
ing circumstances:

(1) the agent misrepresents the nature or 
extent of the coverage offered or provided, 
(2) an ambiguous request is made that 
requires a clarification, (3) an inquiry is made 
that may require advice and the agent, though 
he need not, gives advice that is inaccurate, or 
(4) the agent assumes an additional duty by 
either express agreement with or promise to 
the insured.

Id. at 10–11.
Importantly, the fiduciary duties owed by an 

insurance agent in Michigan vary depending upon 
“the agent’s status as an independent or exclusive 
agent.” Genesee Food Servs., Inc. v. Meadowbrook, 
Inc., 279 Mich. App. 649, 654, 760 N.W.2d 259 (2008). 
An exclusive agent, namely an agent that exclusively 
represents one insurance company, is deemed the 
agent of the insurer. See Harts, 461 Mich. at 8–9. In 
contrast, an “independent insurance agent or broker 
is considered an agent of the insured rather than an 
agent of the insurer.” Genesee, 279 Mich. App. at 656.

In short, the absence of a written rejection will 
not result in coverage being imputed unless there a 
special relationship was established with an exclu-
sive agent on behalf of the insurer. If the insurance 
agent was independent, then the issue is not imputed 
coverage, but a tort claim by the insured against the 
independent agent.

Is UIM coverage mandatory or discretionary?
Discretionary. See Mich. Comp. Laws §500.3101.

Is UIM coverage governed by a statutory 
scheme? Are there any landmark cases?

No. See answers to “Is UM coverage governed by a 

statutory scheme? Are there any landmark cases?” 
and “Must the insured reject UM coverage in writ-

ing? What happens if the insured has not rejected 

coverage in writing, but later seeks such coverage?,” 
supra. The above detailed case law is applicable to 
both UM and UIM coverage.

Must the insured reject UIM coverage 
in writing? What happens if the insured 
has not rejected coverage in writing, 
but later seeks such coverage?

No. See answers to “Is UM coverage governed by a 

statutory scheme? Are there any landmark cases?” 
and “Must the insured reject UM coverage in writ-

ing? What happens if the insured has not rejected 

coverage in writing, but later seeks such coverage?,” 
supra. The above detailed case law is applicable to 
both UM and UIM coverage.

Is uninsured motorist property 
damage (“UMPD”) coverage 
mandatory or discretionary?
Not applicable, as UMPD is not offered in Michigan.

Is UMPD coverage governed by a statutory 
scheme? Are there any landmark cases?

No. Not applicable, as UMPD is not offered 
in Michigan.

Must the insured reject UMPD coverage 
in writing? What happens if the insured 
has not rejected coverage in writing, 
but later seeks such coverage?

No. Not applicable, as UMPD is not offered 
in Michigan.

Is uninsured motorists “economic 
only” (“UEO”) coverage 
mandatory or discretionary?
Not applicable as UEO is not offered in Michigan. 
The vast majority of economic damages are covered 
by the applicable no-fault insurer pursuant to the 
Michigan No-Fault Act.

Is UEO coverage governed by a statutory 
scheme? Are there any landmark cases?

No. Not applicable, as UEO is not offered 
in Michigan.
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Must the insured reject UEO coverage 
in writing? What happens if the insured 
has not rejected coverage in writing, 
but later seeks such coverage?

Not applicable, as UEO is not offered in Michigan.

Does the state have any other 
uninsured coverages that are 
mandatory or discretionary?
No.

Are such coverages governed by a statutory 
scheme? Are there any landmark cases?

Not applicable.

Must the insured reject such coverages 
in writing? What happens if the insured 
has not rejected coverage in writing, 
but later seeks such coverage?

Not applicable.

Limits
Must the UM or UIM limits match the 
liability limits for “bodily injury”? Are 
there minimum UM or UIM limits?
No. UM/UIM limits do not have to match liability 
limits for “bodily injury,” nor are there any other 
minimum UM/UIM limits as the coverage is purely 
contractual in Michigan. However, most insurers 
certified to write auto policies in Michigan do not 
offer limits below the statutory minimums for 
“bodily injury,” which is $20,000 per person and 
$40,000 per accident. Mich. Comp. Laws §257.520(b)
(2). Notably, the Michigan Supreme Court recently 
rejected the argument that a motorcycle UIM policy 
that matched the state minimums for bodily injury 
($20,000/$40,000) was illusory, explaining:

[T]he clear language of the policy provides 
for combined uninsured and underinsured 
motorist coverage that, as promised, would 
have operated to supplement any recovery by 
Ile to ensure that he received a total recovery 
of up to $20,000/$40,000 (the policy limit) had 
the other vehicle involved in the crash been 

either uninsured or insured in an amount less 
than $20,000/$40,000.

Ile ex rel. Estate of Ile v. Foremost Ins. Co., 493 Mich. 
915, 915, 823 N.W.2d 426, 427 (2012).

Must the UMPD limits match the 
liability limits for “property damage”? 
Are there minimum UMPD limits?
Not applicable.

Are there minimum limits for UEO coverage?
Not applicable.

Are there minimum limits for other 
uninsured coverages that are mandatory 
or discretionary in this state?
Not applicable.

When Is Coverage Available?
Under what circumstances is UM coverage 
available? What conditions precedent 
must the insured satisfy? What coverage 
defenses can the insurer assert?
The circumstances of availability, conditions prec-
edent and defenses are all governed by the terms 
of contract between the insurer and the insured. 
Generally in an action against an insurer to recover 
uninsured motorist benefits, the insured must prove 
the underlying negligence of the uninsured motorist, 
causation, damages showing that the insured sus-
tained death, serious impairment of body function, or 
permanent serious disfigurement (for non- economic 
loss) and the contractual liability of the insurer to 
pay under the coverage terms of the applicable pol-
icy. See Rohlman v. Hawkeye- Sec. Ins. Co., 442 Mich. 
520, 502 N.W.2d 310 (1993); Stoddard v. Citizens Ins. 
Co. of America, 249 Mich. App. 457, 643 N.W.2d 265 
(2002); Auto Club Ins. Ass’n v. Hill, 431 Mich. 449, 
430 N.W.2d 636 (1988).

However, pre- conditions common to most 
Michigan UM/UIM policies include proving all 
elements of the claim that would be necessary to 
recover against the alleged tortfeasor, as well as 
the following:
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• Uninsured tortfeasor: The alleged tortfeasor 
must be uninsured, as defined by the policy. 
The definition varies by policy, and some pol-
icies bundle UM and UIM coverages together. 
Most policies define an uninsured motor vehi-
cle as one to which no liability or bond polices 
apply at the time of the accident.

• Naming alleged tortfeasor: Many policies also 
require that the alleged uninsured or underin-
sured tortfeasor be named in any suit alleging 
claims against the UM/UIM insurer. Michigan 
courts have upheld this provision as preclud-
ing suit and warranting dismissal for failure 
to comply. See Snyder v. State Farm Mut. Auto. 
Ins. Co., Docket No. 273429, 2007 WL 1206783 
(Mich. Ct. App. Apr. 24, 2007) (unpublished). 
In most cases, dismissal on this ground in the 
trial court is likely to lead to dismissal without 
prejudice or an amendment of the complaint. 
However, where the three year statute of lim-
itations has passed to bring suit against the 
tortfeasor, then dismissal with prejudice has 
been upheld. Id. at *3.

• Hit and run contact requirements: Michigan 
policies typically require either (1) physical 
contact or (2) in the absence of contact, some 
type of independent corroborating evidence. 
Requiring physical contact with a vehicle 
has been upheld in Michigan as a valid pre- 
condition in uninsured motorist coverage. 
Berry v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 219 
Mich. App. 340, 556 N.W.2d 207 (1996) (not-
ing requirement is broadly construed and can 
include thrown objects or objects that fell off 
the hit-and-run vehicle). Swerving to avoid a 
hit-and-run driver does not satisfy the physical 
contact requirement. Said v. Auto Club Ins. 
Ass’n, 152 Mich. App. 240, 393 N.W.2d 598 
(1986).

• Insolvent insurer: Many policies define an 
uninsured vehicle as any vehicle to which a 
bodily injury liability bond or policy applied 
at the time of the accident, but for which the 
bonding or insurance company has either 
denied coverage or become insolvent. See also 
Mapes v. AAA Ins. Co., 208 Mich. App. 5, 527 

N.W.2d 22 (1994) (claimant could obtain UM 
coverage even though insurer did not become 
insolvent until nearly three years after acci-
dent), appeal denied and case declared non- 
precedential, 450 Mich. 917, 542 N.W.2d 865 
(1995).

Policy provisions and conditions can be affirma-
tive defenses to UM claims.

• Misrepresentations: Fraud and concealment 
provisions are enforceable, and the Michigan 
Supreme Court has upheld provisions which 
void the entire UM/UIM policy upon the 
finding of intentional concealment or misrep-
resentation with respect to any material fact 
or circumstance in connection with a claim. 
Cohen v. Auto Club Ins. Ass’n, 463 Mich. 525, 
620 N.W.2d 840 (2001). Importantly, a fraud 
and concealment provision can void UM/UIM 
coverage where the fraud or concealment took 
place in connection with a claim for no-fault 
PIP benefits. Id. at 533.

• EUO: A policy requirement that the insured 
attend an examination under oath (“EUO”) is 
enforceable, and allows the court to dismiss a 
suit for UM/UIM benefits on the basis of the 
insured’s non- compliance. Cruz v. State Farm 
Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 241 Mich. App. 159, 614 
N.W.2d 689 (2000). Such a dismissal should 
be without prejudice unless the insured’s non- 
compliance was willful, and the insured bears 
the burden of showing that his or her refusal 
to attend an EUO was not part of a deliberate 
effort to withhold material information and/
or part of a pattern of noncooperation with the 
insurer. Id. at 169–70.

• Limitations provisions: The statute of limita-
tions for UM/UIM claims is six years, as for 
other contractual actions in Michigan. Mich. 
Comp. Laws §600.5807(8). However, the policy 
may provide for a shorter limitations period, 
but cannot be less than three years. Commis-
sioner of the Office of Financial and Insurance 
Services, Notice and Order of Prohibition 
05-060-M Regarding Uninsured Motorist 
Coverage (Dec. 16, 2005), available at https://

https://www.michigan.gov/documents/Prohibition_Order_121605_145496_7.pdf
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www.michigan.gov/documents/Prohibition_

Order_121605_145496_7.pdf (essentially over-
ruling Rory v. Continental Ins. Co., 473 Mich. 
457, 703 N.W.2d 23 (2005), which had upheld a 
one-year limitations period); Commissioner of 
the Office of Financial and Insurance Services, 
Order No. 06-008-M (Apr. 4, 2006), available 
at https://www.michigan.gov/documents/

prohibitiion_order_and_memo_156299_7.pdf 
(same as to UIM policies); see Ulrich v. Farm 
Bureau Ins., 288 Mich. App. 310, 792 N.W.2d 
408 (2010) (discussing commissioner’s author-
ity to issue orders and mandate minimum 
policy limitations provisions). Limitations pro-
visions are enforceable without a showing that 
the claimant’s failure to comply prejudiced the 
insurer. Defrain v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. 
Co., 491 Mich. 359, 817 N.W.2d 504 (2012).

• Consent to settle: Failure to obtain the UM/
UIM insurer’s consent to settle with the tort-
feasor or the tortfeasor’s insurer will void UM/
UIM coverage. Lee v. Auto-Owners Ins. Co., 218 
Mich. App. 672, 554 N.W.2d 610 (1996). More-
over, the insurer need not show prejudice to 
void coverage as a result of an insured’s failure 
to give proper notice of a pending underlying 
settlement. Id. at 676.

Under what circumstances is UIM coverage 
available? What conditions precedent 
must the insured satisfy? What coverage 
defenses can the insurer assert?
UIM coverage is available when an insured sustains 
injuries arising from the negligence of an underin-
sured motorist and the alleged tortfeasor’s liability 
limits are less than the limits of the UIM coverage. 
In Michigan, UIM is purely contractual, and cover-
age is dictated by the terms of the policy. The pre-
conditions discussed in response to paragraph 10, 
above, apply equally to UIM claims. In addition, the 
tortfeasor’s bodily injury limits must be exhausted 
before suit can be brought against the UM insurer. 
Wilkie v. Auto-Owners Ins. Co., 469 Mich. 41, 44, 47, 
664 N.W.2d 776 (2003) (UIM coverage “is intended 
to supplement insurance proceeds received by the 

insured from the tortfeasor had the tortfeasor not 
been underinsured,” so insured can recover differ-
ence between what is available from tortfeasor and 
UIM limits; UIM coverage is not available if insured 
recovers from tortfeasor amount equal to or exceed-
ing UIM limits); Byers v. Cincinnati Ins. Cos., Docket 
No. 274409, 2007 WL 1491297 (Mich. Ct. App. May 
22, 2007) (unpublished).

Under what circumstances is UMPD 
coverage available? What conditions 
precedent must the insured satisfy? What 
coverage defenses can the insurer assert?
Not applicable.

Under what circumstances is UEO coverage 
available? What conditions precedent 
must the insured satisfy? What coverage 
defenses can the insurer assert?
Not applicable.

Under what circumstances is coverage 
available under other uninsured 
coverages? What conditions precedent 
must the insured satisfy? What coverage 
defenses can the insurer assert?
Not applicable.

Arbitrating and Litigating Disputes
Is arbitration of UM claims allowed, or 
specifically prohibited? UIM? UMPD? 
UEO? Other uninsured coverages?
Arbitration is allowed for both UM and UIM cover-
age. Michigan does not offer UMPD, UEO or other 
uninsured coverages.

If arbitration is allowed, what 
procedures govern in arbitration?

There is no specific set of rules required to be followed 
at arbitration apart from what is set forth in the terms 
of coverage. Typically, most policies make arbitration 
optional if both parties agree and then the procedures 
used will be those set forth in the policy and agreed 
to between counsel. However, if the contract provides 

https://www.michigan.gov/documents/Prohibition_Order_121605_145496_7.pdf
https://www.michigan.gov/documents/Prohibition_Order_121605_145496_7.pdf
https://www.michigan.gov/documents/prohibitiion_order_and_memo_156299_7.pdf
https://www.michigan.gov/documents/prohibitiion_order_and_memo_156299_7.pdf
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that arbitration is a mandatory resolution process, 
Michigan law dictates that the insured must exhaust 
that remedy before filing suit. See Auto Club Ins. Ass’n 
v. Lozanis, 215 Mich. App. 415, 546 N.W.2d 648 (1999), 
overruled in part on other grounds, Perry v. Sied, 
461 Mich. 680, 690, 611 N.W.2d 516 (2000); see Mich. 
Comp. Laws §500.2254. Parties may also elect the op-
tion of statutory arbitration pursuant to Mich. Comp. 
Laws §691.1681, et seq. However, unless the agreement 
to arbitrate dictates that the court will enter judgment 
on any award, the arbitration will not be considered to 
be statutory. See Tellkamp v. Wolverine Mut. Ins. Co., 
219 Mich. App. 231, 556 N.W.2d 504 (1996).

Moreover, a court may not order the parties to ar-
bitrate an issue if there are no coverage terms which 
require the issue to be submitted to arbitration, even 
where other aspects of the case are subject to arbi-
tration. See Cohen v. Auto Club Ins. Ass’n, 238 Mich. 
App. 602, 606 N.W.2d 664 (1999), rev’d in part on 
other grounds, 463 Mich. 525, 620 N.W.2d 840 (2001).

If an insured claimant obtains an arbitration 
award in excess of the UM, UIM, UMPD, 
UEO or other uninsured coverage limits, 
can the insurer obtain a reduction of 
the award to match the limits?

While this circumstance can arise if arbitrators are 
not advised of the policy limits, the Michigan Court 
of Appeals has held that such awards will be reduced 
to the applicable policy limits unless the parties 
expressly agreed to waive the limits prior to arbitra-
tion. Tellkamp v. Wolverine Mut. Ins. Co., 219 Mich. 
App. 231, 556 N.W.2d 504 (1996).

What requirements must an insured claimant 
satisfy in order to file suit against, and 
serve, an insurer for UM coverage? UIM? 
UMPD? UEO? Other uninsured coverage?

Do any unique procedures govern 
such coverage litigation?

For UM and UIM coverage any prerequisites are set 
forth in the policy’s terms of coverage; see answer 
to “Under what circumstances is UM coverage avail-

able? What conditions precedent must the insured 

satisfy? What coverage defenses can the insurer 

assert?” and “Under what circumstances is UIM cov-

erage available? What conditions precedent must 

the insured satisfy? What coverage defenses can the 

insurer assert?,” supra, above for pre- conditions and 
requirements, including that the alleged tortfeasor 
be named in the lawsuit. Otherwise, suit and service 
is governed by the state’s rules of civil procedure.

If an insured claimant obtains an verdict in 
excess of the UM, UIM, UMPD, UEO or other 
uninsured coverage limits, can the insurer obtain 
a reduction of the award to match the limits?

Yes, available damages can be limited as provided 
by the contract unless expressly waived by the par-
ties. See Tellkamp v. Wolverine Mut. Ins. Co., 219 
Mich. App. 231, 556 N.W.2d 504 (1996), discussed 
above (answer to “If an insured claimant obtains an 

arbitration award in excess of the UM, UIM, UMPD, 

UEO or other uninsured coverage limits, can the 

insurer obtain a reduction of the award to match 

the limits?”).

Final Amounts Paid or Awarded
Can offsets against the UM, UIM, UMPD, UEO 
or other uninsured coverage limits be taken?
Yes. As long as the policy so provides, insurers pro-
viding UM or UIM coverage are entitled to an offset 
from any amounts payable under any applicable 
bodily injury liability bonds or insurance policies, or 
any funds recovered directly from the tortfeasor. See 
Erickson v. Citizens Ins. Co., 217 Mich. App. 52, 550 
N.W.2d 606 (1996); Mead v. Aetna Cas. & Sur. Co., 
202 Mich. App. 553, 509 N.W.2d 789 (1993).

Are offsets taken from the UM, UIM, 
UMPD, UEO or other uninsured coverage 
limit—or from total damages?
If the policy so provides, the offsets may be taken 
from the policy limits of UM/UIM coverage as 
opposed to total damages. See Erickson v. Citizens 
Ins. Co., 217 Mich. App. 52, 550 N.W.2d 606 (1996); 
Mead v. Aetna Cas. & Sur. Co., 202 Mich. App. 553, 
509 N.W.2d 789 (1993).
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Can the insurer take offsets for medical 
payments, workers’ compensation 
or no-fault insurance? Are any other 
offsets allowed in the state?
Yes. However, no-fault insurance is not considered 
an actual offset, because UM/UIM is not designed 
to cover expenses that are available under no-fault 
coverage, as set forth in “Is UM coverage governed 

by a statutory scheme? Are there any landmark 

cases?,” supra.
In Park v. American Cas. Ins. Co., 219 Mich. App. 

62, 555 N.W.2d 720 (1996), the UM insurer was seek-
ing an offset from excess wage loss only. The court 
held that both social security disability benefits and 
workers’ compensation benefits are economic losses 
that a UM insurer is entitled to set off, if the policy 
so provides. Generally, setoffs for damages available 
from collateral sources can be offset (from excess 
wage loss damages) if provided for by the terms of 
the policy, as long as the provision is unambiguous.

What liens, if any, can be asserted against 
the insured claimant’s recovery of UM? UIM? 
UMPD? UEO? Other uninsured coverages?
With respect to UM and UIM coverage, liens are not 
typically asserted against a UM/UIM recovery and/
or settlement. This is because all auto policies issued 
in Michigan must include no-fault insurance which, 
as discussed above in “Is UM coverage governed by 

a statutory scheme? Are there any landmark cases?” 
and “Can the insurer take offsets for medical pay-

ments, workers’ compensation or no-fault insurance? 

Are any other offsets allowed in the state?,” covers 
all economic loss (with the exception of wage loss 
which exceeds three years or the monthly cap). As 
noted in Park v. American Cas. Ins. Co., 219 Mich. 
App. 62, 74, 555 N.W.2d 720 (1996), UM/UIM bene-
fits cover two types of losses, non- economic damages 
and excess wage loss. Therefore, entities with liens 
generally seek recoupment from the no-fault insurer.

Can different limits be stacked? If yes, which 
limits? Does a specific procedure apply?
Most UIM/UM policies contain anti- stacking and 
double recovery provisions which have long been 

upheld in Michigan. The Michigan Supreme Court 
has specifically held that anti- stacking clauses are 
permissible where unambiguously set forth in the 
policy. See Detroit Auto. Inter-Ins. Exch. v. Gavin, 416 
Mich. 407, 331 N.W.2d 418 (1982).

In Auto-Owners Ins. Co. v. Boissonneault, 439 
Mich. 126, 479 N.W.2d 348 (1992), the Michigan 
Supreme Court rejected an insured’s attempt to stack 
UM with UIM, where the insured was injured by 
two different vehicles at the same time, one underin-
sured vehicle and one uninsured vehicle. The policy 
at issue provided for both UM and UIM separately, 
and the court ruled that a reasonable insured would 
not expect duplicate recovery under these circum-
stances. Id. at 130.

While it is theoretically possible for limits to 
be stacked if permitted by the polices at issue, it 
is unlikely, and Michigan courts will disfavor a 
reading of the policy permitting stacking or dupli-
cate recoveries.

In UIM claims, can the UIM insurer 
substitute its settlement payment for 
the insured’s settlement with the other 
vehicle’s/underinsured driver’s liability 
insurer? What is the applicable procedure? 
What rights does the UIM insurer then 
have (for example, subrogation)?
Yes, although the procedure is dictated by the terms 
of coverage. Most UIM policies provide that once 
notice is provided by the insured that he or she 
wishes to settle with the underlying bodily injury 
insurer, the UIM carrier usually has 30 days to 
tender the amount of the proposed settlement if it 
wishes to preserve its subrogation rights. If notice 
of an underlying settlement is not given to the UIM 
carrier, then this operates as grounds to void the 
entire UIM policy. See discussion in “Under what 

circumstances is UM coverage available? What con-

ditions precedent must the insured satisfy? What 

coverage defenses can the insurer assert?,” supra, 
regarding consent to settle provisions.

When notice of an underlying settlement is 
given, the UIM carrier needs to decide whether or 
not it wishes to later pursue subrogation against the 
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tortfeasor, and if it does, tender of the proposed set-
tlement needs to be made in accordance within the 
time limits set forth in the policy to preserve subro-
gation rights.

Bad Faith
Does the State recognize a cause of action 
for bad faith in the UM context? UIM? 
UMPD? UEO? Other uninsured coverages?
No. Michigan does not recognize a cause of action 
for the bad faith breach of an insurance contract. See 
Burnside v. State Farm Fire & Cas. Co., 208 Mich. 
App. 422, 425, 528 N.W.2d 749 (1995); Runions 
v. Auto-Owners Ins. Co., 197 Mich. App. 105, 495 
N.W.2d 166 (1992).

Application of the Uniform Trade Practices Act, 
Mich. Comp. Laws §500.2001, et seq., is rarely raised 
with UM/UIM claims and has not been specifically 
addressed by Michigan’s Supreme Court or Court 
of Appeals. Michigan courts have routinely held 
there is no private cause of action in tort for dam-
ages under the statute. Young v. Michigan Mut. Ins. 
Co., 139 Mich. App. 600, 362 N.W.2d 844 (1984) 
(although underlying claim was UM claim, court did 
not specifically address UM coverage issues).

However, insureds may be able to seek 12 per-
cent penalty interest following a verdict, arbitration 
award or entry of judgement by the court if it can be 
shown that the insurer had sufficient proof of loss 
and failed to pay the claim within 60 days. Mich. 
Comp. Laws §§500.2006(1), 500.2006(4); Mathis 
v. Encompass Ins. Co., No. 06-CV-13837, 2008 WL 
919934 (E.D. Mich. Apr. 3, 2008) (applying penalty 

interest under Section 500.2006(4) to UIM verdict 
entered in favor of insured); but see Mich. First Credit 
Union v. Cumis Ins. Soc., Inc., 641 F.3d 240, 245 (6th 
Cir. 2011) (rejecting Mathis as not binding on court 
of appeals, although appellate case did not involve 
claim for UTPA interest for UM/UIM claim). The 
remaining persuasive effect of Mathis with respect 
to UM/UIM claims is unclear, but UM/UIM insurers 
are likely best protected from potential penalty inter-
est by responding to any submissions of proof by the 
insured and identifying why the insured’s burden 
has not been satisfied under the policy.

Other
Are there any particular issues in UM, UIM, 
UMPD, UEO, or other uninsured coverages 
that are unique or specific to the state?
Michigan UM/UIM coverage is unique in that it is 
designed to act in concert with Michigan’s No-Fault 
Act. Therefore, with respect to exposure, Michigan 
UM and UIM policies are more limited in that the 
damages available under the same consist of only 
non- economic damages, where the insured’s alleged 
injuries meet or exceed a threshold injury, and excess 
wage loss. Moreover, the lack of statutory mandates 
regarding these coverages affords a wide range of 
contractual options and conditions whereby the 
scope of coverage will be construed pursuant to the 
policy language.
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